
AND HOW TO CHANGE IT&
WORKSHOP #1:

with GW HARDIN

May 13  …  Saturday … 1-4:30 PM … DENVER/WHEAT RIDGE

Welcome to the first in a series of workshops presented by GW Hardin on “The Myths of 
Suffering, and How to Change It.” In this first workshop, attendees will learn how to identify the 
sources of suffering, so that consciousness can then be employed as a mechanism of altering 
those source-realities, whether from mind, body, or spirit. To make this easier, Hardin will 
introduce different tools he has developed and tested with groups and individuals. You will learn 
how to use these tools to assist in removing blocks, constraints, or belief systems that interfere 
with your living as an unlimited human. 

Hardin will demonstrate in great detail how you may use different techniques based on methods 
described in the volumes of The Law of One, that can be applied in altering reality to the point of 
managing suffering, whether in mind, body or spirit. Likewise, you will use tools in the workshop, 
like the Harmonetic® Cirq, Holodynamics, Super-Archetypes, and plasma-related devices, to 
assist you in discovering how to live without limits. What some will find fascinating is that once 
you have learned these techniques for yourself, you can then apply them to your pets or those 
around you. 

The topics presented will cover the following: 

 1. How the latest scientific findings can change suffering in our lives 
 2. Ways in which the Harmonetic® Cirq can alter suffering via tesseract technology 
 3. Group exercises in manifesting better realities 
 4. How to address the 4 main causes of suffering 
 5. Super-Archetypes and how to use them as tools in altering reality

LOCATION: Wheat Ridge Recreation Center … 4005 Kipling St … Map 
CONTACT:  Regina Madsen … 303-489-1484 … bluepoppy999@msn.com 
   REGISTER EARLY … PAST WORKSHOPS HAVE SOLD OUT 
REGISTRATION:   $60 online at www.gwhardin.com  (sliding scale available) 
     $70 at the door … doors open at 12:30 

For more information on GW’s work, go to www.GWHardin.com (press “Articles” menu) or 
go to www.SoundsOfWonder.com  

THE MYTH OF SUFFERING

LIVING AS AN UNLIMITED HUMAN
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